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INTRODUCTION

In conventional product engineering the product functionality is to be optimizedwhile costs are
minimized. Various materials can beselected onthebasis ofwell definedmechanical and other
properties . The same can be said aboutthe engineeringoftransport packaging and some other
products inwhich paper orboard may be selected as a component.

Knowledge ofthe requirements on paper andboardcomponents forvarious end uses is crucialto
commercial successoftheproducerofthese materials. Producers alsoneedto minimize thecosts
for meetingthedemandsprecisely . The paper and boardengineer is facedwith thetask of engineering
a sheet or web material which the end user - or end product designer - will select based on
performance, i.e . properties, andprice.

The objectiveofthe paper andboard engineering system presentedhere is to enable thedeveloper
to do most of this onthecomputer. Oncethe sheet design andthe compositionofthe ftu-nish(es)
seem to fulfill the user's requirements anyexperimental work may focus onthese designs . This
system has been used in STORAfor a numberofyears andprovided significantreductions oftime
to marketandcost ofdevelopment work . The development of theengineering system continues .

Preferred citation: D.  Wahren. Some fundamentals of paper and board engineering. In The 
Fundametals of Papermaking Materials, Trans. of the XIth Fund. Res. Symp. Cambridge, 1997, 
(C.F.  Baker, ed.), pp 403–437, FRC, Manchester, 2018. DOI: 10.15376/frc.1997.1.403.
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Basic Concept

Thispaper deals with theconceptual underpinningsofa system to calculatemechanical and optical
properties ofsheets consisting oflayers made from furnisheswhich are mixtures ofpulps, fillers
and dyes . Formulas used for processing by refining,pressing, and calendering areincluded . The
procedure used for pressing and calendering multi-layersheets is indicated .

Thetype ofphenomenadealtwith is illustratedin the following diagram.

Figure 1 . Tensile Stiffness Index of an uncolendered Printing and Writing paper as a function of
the fillercontent. The base paper is a 50/50 mix of NBSK and NBHK, and the filler is China Clay,

grade C. The thick full line represents the assumption that the volume concentration, C, of solids in
the sheet is unchanged . The thick, dotted line is calculated on the assumption that the apparent
density, D, of the sheet is constant, i .e . its thickness is the same after adding the filler as it was
before.

Aprinting and writing paper base was filled to various levels with GradeC clay . The Tensile
StiffnessIndex (TSI) and otherproperties were measured . Plotted in Figure 1 are the measured
TSI values for0%,15%, and25% filler content.
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Three lines are drawn in the diagram. The thin, full line represents thedecrease ofTSIthatwould
be expected based only onthe reduction ofthe amount offiber due its replacement with filler,
assuming that the filler is inert. Obviously,this simple schemeisnotenoughto explain the actual
reduction ofTSI .

The twothicker lines (curves actually) take into account notonly the replacement offiberby filler
but also that the fibernetwork is diluted, i .e. that the mass offibers per unitvolume ofpaper is
reduced . In doingso one has to assume, or otherwise establish, whatthe volume ofthepaper is
after filling.

The thick, dotted line is calculated on the assumption that the apparent density ofthe sheet is
unchanged, i.e . its thickness and basis weight are the same afteradding the filler as it wasbefore.
This implies that the bulk ofthe fibrous component hasincreased, i .e . that the apparent density of
the fibrous component has decreased . Thethick, solid line represents the assumption that the
volume concentration, C,,, ofsolids in the sheet is unchanged. This means lessofa loss offiber
network density (bonding) than the first assumption. Reality is usually inbetween.

In bothcasesthe reduction ofTSIhasbeen calculated as a function ofthe apparent densityofthe
fibernetwork after "dilution"with inert filler . Thebasis for the calculation isa series ofmeasurements
ofTSI ofunfilled base paper subjected towetpressing to various levels .

Thediagram isonly an illustrationand as such does notproveanything . As it turns out, however,
this general line ofreasoning holds up well enough andcanbe expanded far enoughto provide
guidelines for storage andtreatment ofdata to make themuseful forpaperandboard engineering
purposes .

Scope

Thepaper andboardengineer has at his/her disposal alarge or limited number ofpulps, fillers and
dyes anda multitude ofprocessing steps such as refining, mixing, formingone or several layers
from various or variously treatedand mixedfurnishes, pressing, drying, coating, calendering, and
laminating. Add also the broke generated in the process, calculation of its properties, andvarious
ways ofincluding it in the sheet andthis is the basic list offunctions addressed in this paperbutonly
insofar as their influence onproduct properties go - and the associated costs.
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Eachlayerofthesheetmayincludeoneor several pulps, fillers, shadingcolors etc . inanyproportion.
The components - and the composite- may be mixed, refined, pressed, calendered, shaded etc .
The rangeof validitymay bemade as wide as required.

Coatings andlaminating materials arejustaddedwiththeirmeasured properties andarenotprocessed
from scratch.

Theproperties consideredhere are alloptical properties (including formation/mottle) andall elastic
properties and theirderivatives such as tensile and bending stiffness . Strength properties are not
included forthetimebeingnorare rheologicalor timedependenteffects . Costsare treatedtoo but
onlyto providethe designer (not theaccountingdepartment) with asuitable foundation,particularly
for considering the largeinfluence ofbroke oncosts andproperties .

Among functionsthat are not addressedareany and all chemical properties, the use ofprocess
chemicals, profiles, slitting,winding, sheeting oranyprocessdetails . Theimplicit assumptions are
that equipment and processes are reasonably close to the state ofthe art or else that the user
adjuststheinputor output data to fitthe particular situation.

The objective is to enable the developer to do much ofthe product development work on the
computer, i.e. to putto gooduse measured data,ourunderstandingofthe fundamentals,and good
engineeringpractices . The criteria areusefulness andpracticality .

Onthe mechanical side the teachings ofelementary structural mechanics aretakenforgranted, for
instance methodsto calculatethebending stiffness of a composite beam . On the optical side the
Kubelka-Monkformulas areadopted straight from thetextbooks.Neithertypeofbasic formula
will bereviewedhere.

Testing

Inorder forsuch anapproach to be valid, however, it is absolutely essentialto adoptmeasuring
methods that providerelevant data. Hence, caliper is measured accordingto the STFI method (1,
2), andanElrepho 2000 reflectometer(3) is used forthe optical measurements . The TensileStiffness
Index(TSI) is determined according to (4) . These are as close approximations to thetheoretically
correct methods ofmeasurementas have been possible to find- andthey work .
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Each material (pulp, filler, dye, etc .) to be used in the calculations has to be characterized with
respect to its basic mechanical and optical properties-including the influence ofrefining, pressing,
and calendering over sufficiently wide ranges . The measured data is usedto describe multi-
dimensional property surfaces along which the required properties can be read exactly or
interpolated.

It was foundthrough extensive experimentation that the elastic and optical properties ofmost
papermakingmaterialsare"well behaved" inthesense that all changes aregradualandcontinuous
so that the data canbe described by simple functions ; power functions ofapparent densitywere
selected. This good behavior does not extend to all strength properties, however.

In practice, the measured data is collected in a database from which the user selects whatever
materials are desired . The user elects how to combine various materials, how to structure the
sheet, andhow to process it .

Completelytransparent to the user,acomputerprogrammightthen use the "property surfaces" for
interpolation tothe right processing conditions anduses the mixing rules described below . In a
second or less all properties andcosts ofthe product are calculated.

More orless sophisticated optimizing schemesmightbe employedto assist theuser in finding an
optimum oranoptimumrangeto be validated by limited experimental work . Thanksto the virtually
instantaneous response, however, most users find it convenient enoughto "feel theirwaythrough
the maze" -the computerproviding instantaneous feedback asthey try various ideas .

Turning the problem around it is also possible to compare the performance of specific pulps or
fillers, etc. inaparticular product toput aneconomic value on these materials.

Structureofthis Report

Engineering paper and board in the computer requires good, quantitative data andmathematical
descriptions ofhow the data may be combined and used . This is akindof"chicken and egg"
problem: the model requires measured dataand the measured datamustbe usable inthemodel .
Standard pulp and papertestingmethods werenotdeveloped with computermodeling inmind .
Although many standard methods are usable evaluationofprocessing andtesting methods has
beenanintegral part ofthe project. Feedbackfrom colleagues indevelopmentdepartments in the
mills was (notalways complimentary but) invaluable in this context.
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Becausediscussionsofthecrucialprocessingandtesting methods do notrequireknowledge ofthe
mathematicalmodels Ihave electedto discuss theprocessing andtesting methods before going
into themathematical descriptions . Thereal development in the two areas occurred in parallel and
was highly interactive.

Themathematical descriptions are stated astheywould beused inmodeling a sheet. In orderto
utilize fullyallthe informationin the experimental data the loop mustbe closed,i.e. theexperimental
datamustbe evaluatedin thesamemodeling terms . Modelparametersare forced to fitexperimental
data. If thefit is goodthenthedata is acceptedand that part of themodel is automatically verified .
Ifthefitis not goodthenthe data is rejected or additional, more closely spaced, experimental data
obtained untilthefit is goodenough. This is discussed briefly .

Otherpartsofthemodel, such as mixing rules, need conventional experimental verification. Afew
illustrations of such verifications are provided .

MATERIALSPROCESSING ANDTESTING

Pulp Processing

The generally good behaviorofpulp properties as functions of density canbe utilizedto limit
routine experimental work . Whenno surprises are expected satisfactory informationis obtained by
evaluating apulpat three refining levels timesthree wetpressing levels . Calendering requires,at a
minünum,dree levels ofcalendering. This normally done on themediumrefinedandmediumpressed
sheet. Thus,the minimumlevelof sheet makingcomprises 9 differentsheets plus 3 - 6extraforthe
Caendering operations . Testingis then limitedto 12 differentlytreatedsheetswithwhateverreplication
ofsamples is requiredbythe particular tests.

The particular processing andtesting methods referred to in this report aretheones whichwe have
found to provide the mostuseful data, i.e . theycan be used with reasonably high confidence that
state-of-the-art industrial products wouldhaveproperties quite close to the ones predicted.
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Otherprocessing andtesting methods canbe used aslong asthey are internally consistent but their
value wouldbe limited to relative comparisons, andevenso the effects ofindustrial refining might
be surprising . In anycase,themodel becomes invalid if data derived fromdifferent standards are
mixed . A specificproblem is that, for homogenousmaterials witharectangular cross section, the
caliper must satisfy the conventional relation betweentensileand bending stiffness :

BSI = TS1 112d2 or t = [ 12BS / (W - TS1 ) ]112

	

(1)

where BSI is the bending stiffness index,TS1 the tensile stiffness index, dis the apparent density,
t isthe caliper, andW is the basisweight.

Onthe practical side it might be notedthat relevant comparative modeling canbedone usingany
processing standard. Inthe early stages, for instance, we produced useful comparisons using industrial
refining and standard handsheet making and processing . The absolute levelsofsome properties
were offbutthe comparisons were good .

Refining

Refining is the mostpowerful method wehave for enhancing pulp properties . My knowledge of the
fundamentals ofrefining andrefiner-fiber actions andinteractions istoo limited to beofanyreal
quantitative, predictive value . Hence, the refining operationhas to becarefully selected to represent
the best available industrial technology (BAT)rather than any laboratorymethodwhichis capable
ofdeveloping the ultimate strength (or otherproperty) potential ofthe pulp . The difference in
properties betweenaPF1 anda BATrefined pulp is oftenofthe order of25°l°ormore. Instances
have been found, however, when industrial refiners haveprocessed pulpsto the same stiffness
levels aswerefoundusingthePF1 mill. Manyindustrial refinersperform less well thanBATrefiners.
This canonlybe known locally and has to be adjusted accordingly .

Wehave foundthatawell maintained and adjustedJyMvaaraJC-00oranEscher-Wyss laboratory
refiner canbeusedtorepresentaBAT refiner with sufficient accuracy and repeatability . It mustbe
noted, however, that the particular refining tackle, the edge load, consistency, and otheroperating
conditions have to be carefully controlled, andnot necessarily to the same values for different
refiners . We have foundthat one edge load /tackle combination can be usedfor treatment of
softwood kraft pulps andanother for softwood sulfite andhardwood kraft pulps . Otherrawmaterials
andother processes may necessitate otherconditions to simulate the results ofindustrial operations.
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Mechanical pulps have beensampled atvarious stages in mills . No good, smallscaleBAT refiner
for mechanical pulps has been identified.

Sheet Processing

Again, the objective is to produce sheets thathavethe sameproperties as sheets produced on
industrial state-of-the-artequipment . Thetwo mostinfluential properties whichare controllable in
sheetprocessing are the density after forming, pressing, anddrying andthe shrinkage during drying.
We havebuilt a pieceofequipmentwhichcanbeadjusted to simulate reasonably well the pressing
and drying processes . It comprises one drying cylinder (diameter 0.65 m) wrapped (about 200°)
bya synthetic felt with controllable tension.

Apress roll (diameter 0.23 m)with controllable line load is loaded against the felt where it enters
the dryer. In routine operations one standard felt tension and three press loadsare used . The loads
are selected to cover a somewhatwider rangeofdensity of the final sheet than is expected to be
encountered in practice . Three press loads have been foundtobe sufficient to cover all but the
most extreme conditions . Thedrying time is standardized to oneminuteand the dryer temperature
and felt tension to values which, incombination with ablotter (or apiece ofcardboard forvery
smooth sheets), provide the "right" shrinkage andthorough drying . The sheet is conditioned and
tested at 50% RH and 23°C .

The sheetforming methodemployedhasbeen foundto beless influential onthe properties than the
pressinganddrying conditions. It has beenfound to be very rationaland practical to use aFormette
Dynamique (5) because thenonly 12 or 15 sheetsneedto bemade for a complete test series. It
also serves to indicate the orientation potential ofthe pulp .

Processing ofFillers

Fillers must be tested "in context", i.e . ina sheet; in order to provide relevant information onhow
well they function inasheet. We have found, fortunately, that ifthe proper procedures for evaluation
(described below) are employedthecomposition of the"basepaper" exerts very little influence on
the results . Sincemany fillers have very low light absorption (k) values it is necessary touse pulps
with verylowkvalues tomake the filler kvalues significant. Weuse asa standard a 50/50 mixture
ofStora 32 (NBSK) and Stora 61(NBHK) pulpsrefined to 25°SRand 22°SRrespectively .



Sheets are formed intheFormette Dynarniqueand processed asdescribed above but using C1 .1%
Percol 14(1 as a retention aid at all filler levels . The waterusedin formingis de-ionized andthe
conductivity adjusted with salts toaconstant value.

Aminimum offour filler levels are used, approximately: 0, 7,15, and25% but sometimes five or six
levels areusedandthe rangemaybe extended. The amountoffiller actually retained in the sheet is
measuredaspartofthe testing routine . Hence, thecomputersimulation ofaproduct mayindicate
that 10%filler should beusedbut it is uptothe user /papermakertomakecertain that this amount
is actually retained inthe sheet or layer.

Oneparticular problem is that the absorption coefficients ofsome fillers are very lowevencompared
to highly bleached pulps. Hence,reliable datamay bedifficult to obtain .Aneffective methodtoget
aroundthis obstacle hasbeendeveloped. It buildsonthe Kubelka-Munkconcept that light absorption
power, i .e. light absorption coefficients timesthe amount (basis weight, concentration) ofthe material,
are additive . Mixing invarious fractions (FC) of filler inabase pulp then :

FC - kMiller + ( 1 - FC

	

kP.,P (2)

or

"sheet = kpulp + FC

	

k,,,,,,r -pulp

	

(3)

so, ifthe absorption value ofthe filled sheet is plotted against the filler content, FC,then the slope
ofthe line will be ( kf,11 , - 1~. Ip ) . The base pulp and the sheetbasis weight can bechosen sothat
very reliable valuesofk,,,, can beevaluated. One exampleofsuch a plot is shownhere .
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Figure 2. The X, Y, andZ light absorption coefficients of sheets made from bleached pulp with
varying contents ofGrade C China Clay filler is plotted against the filler content .

Processing of Dyes

The fewpigment-based dyes we have worked withcouldbe treated as fillers .

Soluble dyes canpresentproblems dues to varyingrequirements onthe papermaking chemistry,
andinafewcases it has been necessaryto adjust theconditions to simulate those obtaining inthe
mill. Oneproblemis to determine theexactamountofdyeactually retained. A successful butrather
labor intensive methodsolved this problembyincorporating thedye inawhite coating formulation
whichwasdriedslowly andcompletely .Wehave nowdeveloped reliable methodsthat useordinary
spectrophotometric analyses ofdyes in solutions .Thekey is controllingthe chemistryofthesolutions.

Processing ofCoatings

Appropriate processing andtesting of coatings is difficultand worth itsowntreatment . Sufficehere
to say that we have tried anumberofmethods and settled, forthetime being, on coating a semi-
transparentdraftingbase with several differentbasis weights ofcoating . This makesit possible to
evaluate the intrinsic optical properties ofthe coating .
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The same samples plus a few others made on differentsubstrates are used for evaluation ofthe
mechanical properties ofthe coating. These techniques need further developmentto providedata.
whichcanbeusedwithahighdegree ofconfidence. The "interaction layer", or rather the migration
ofbinder within the coating layer and into thebaseconfuses any generalizedinterpretation ofdata.
In any specific case, however, it is possible to produce a simulation that accurately represents the
experimental data and can beused in the particular context .

MODELING OF BASICPROPERTIES

Density andVolume Concentration

The most basic properties of a layer are its basis weight,W[kg/m2], apparent density, d [kg/m3],
and volume concentration, Cv[fraction] . The apparent densityisd=W/ t,

where t is thecaliper(thickness)ofthe layer. The volume concentrationof solids, Cv , is :

v pulp pulp filler filler dye dye

where Wpulpis the (partial) basis weightofpulpina layer, t is the layer thickness, dpulp =1,500
kg/m3, and dfil1er andddye are the solid densityofthe filler and dye solid materials respectively .
The STFI caliper, t [m], is used to calculate the apparent density .

Elastic Properties

Thebasic elastic parameter of a single layeris theelasticmodulus,E[N/m2], fromwhich is computed
the Tensile StiffnessIndex,

TSI=E / d

	

[Nm/kg]

	

(5)

Empirical data are describedby therelations which haveabasein theory but which are simplified
for ease ofcomputational use.

E=Eo " (d / d,)°

	

(6)

Here and belowthe subscript "o" (as in E, anddo) refers to measured variables. The exponents,
e.g . n, are directly evaluated from measured data . Othervariables are computed or exemplify
computational procedures .
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Hence, n, do , and Eo are measuredreference parameters for the sample . They usually describe
the connections betweenEandd quitewell foraparticular pulpundergoingtreatment . Theexponent,
n, is different for refining, pressing, and calendering and is, in general, nota constant but alocal
parameter . Hence, weuse :

Etreated,l - E,, .,,

	

(dtreated,l / do.DB
)Mechanical. Treatment .Exponent

	

(7)

The term Treatment is used to represent refining, pressing, or calendering . There is sometimes
confusion with regard to these exponents . It is quitecommontouse the tensile stiffness index(TSI)
instead ofthemodulusofelasticity (E) . Both conventions are equally valid . In ordertokeeptrack
ofthe numerical values oftheexponents, however, it is necessary to stick to oneconvention.

Since

TSI=E/d=E,/do " (d/do)n-1

	

(8)

there isa difference ofone unit betweenthe two conventions.

Ifthe Formette Dynamique is used, orsomeotherformer which imparts an orientation to the sheet,
then the properties in theMachine Direction(MD)andin the Cross Machine Direction(CD)are noted
separately: Eo.MD.DB andE. .CD.DB. When using directional properties use is made ofthe relation (6) :

Optical properties

Emean = ( EMD - ECD ) 9

TheKubelka-hunk notions of light scattering and light absorption are used but are basedonbasis
weight rather than thickness . Thiswas suggested by Johannes van den Akkerand Ake Stenius and
has been accepted by the paper industry and their customers (3) . The standard reference for
formulas and tabulated values etc . i s (7) .

The light absorption coefficient,k [mz/kg], is assumed not tobeinfluenced byrefining, pressing, or
calendering . By and large this assumption has been verified by our data but very white (low
k value) furnishes and sheets are easily contaminated, for instance by corrosion products in pilot
refining systems orby "oil smoke"inthe vicinity ofhot calenders .



Densification does influence the light scattering coefficient, s [m2/kg] but, inextreme cases, the
apparent density was found to be aless than suitable parameter for normalizing the data . Light is
scattered at interfacesbetween materialswith different indices ofrefraction . Light is not scattered
if the distance between two surfaces is less than some fraction ofthe wavelength ofthe light .
Hence,thepore size distribution must be considered . Just as in the caseofthemodulus of elasticity,
however,we donot need somegenerally valid constant ormodel, justa localparameter describing
the relevant data. Given acertain material (a layer ofpulp orofamix) having acertainpore size
distribution the simplest measure relating to the change ofpore sizeson densification is the solid
fraction which is the same asthe volume concentration, C, of solids. The light scattering surface
area would be some function ofthe pore fraction, i .e . 1- solid fraction. This function isprobably
different for different materials and at different levelsofconsolidation . Alocally valid function will
do, so the following function is adopted:

streated - so * K 1 - Cv.treated ) I( 1 - Cv.o)]Optical.Treatment. Exponent
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(10)

Here C,o andsoare referenceparameters for the sample. ThetermTreatment is used to represent
refining, pressing, or calendering . Thelight scattering andabsorption coefficients have beenmeasured
andstored at three ranges ofwavelengths corresponding to the X, Y, and Z filters .

This necessitates standardizationofthe light source, however, and limits the future general applicability
ofthe data. Today, the s andk values are evaluated at 16wavelengths . Theusermaythen select
the light source and display the color mostrelevant to the application at hand. Measuring and
storing 16 or more wavelengths also provides the option to display andputnumberson metamerism .

Evaluation,Verification, Validity : l . Test Data Representation .

Can one afternoon or acouple ofdays ofmodeling exercises replace hundreds andhundreds of
hoursoflaboratory work and monthsofwaiting for the results? ("Ifit soundstoo goodto be true
then it probably is. . . .") Obviously, the question ofvalidity is foremost in the user'smind . Herewe
look atpulpdataand their representation as described above . Otherissues are dealtwith in other
sections.

It is assumed here that the refining, sheet making, pressing, anddrying processes havebeen well
selected and verified against good industrial data. It is also assumedthat the processes are operated
according towell prepared instructions, andthat the same holds true forthe testing methods .
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What remains then is only the data representation . Itwould be possible to tabulate all the data,
look up the mostrelevant data set whenneeded and make some interpolation with neighboring
data if thetabulated data is not precisely what is needed . In fact,this is exactlywhat is accomplished
by theprocedures just described .

The data is represented locally and forced to fit the model. Provided the fitis good enoughthis
procedure is justone wayofrepresenting theactual data. Since, for "well behaved" materials (and
high quality measurements) the measure offit depends only onthe spacing ofthe experimental
points, this part is under the control ofthe investigator . If the range is too wide or the spacing too
large to accommodate unusually steep changes thennewexperimental data can be added (or the
user advised of the lack ofaccuracy) .

As a matterof fact, since the investigator is treating all the data to adapt them to thefunctionsjust
described, all the tools are available to detectanyinconsistencies in the data. It happens, therefore,
that spurious values are detected, traced back to the source, and corrected. The accuracy ofthe
data representation in itself can beas highas required. In my experience, individual data points are
rarely offmorethan about 1 percentfrom the original, tabulated values . Thusthe relevance is not
limited by the way the data is represented and stored but by the relevance ofthe processing
methods employed - therefining method in particular .

Nophysical significance should be attached to individual coefficients and exponents - particularly
notwhen the range ofdata is narrow or the number ofdata points is economically low. In certain
cases, such as when characterizing apulp or mixture that is goingtobe usedforcharacterizing filler
properties, the range should be wide and the experimental points closely spaced so that the
"Treatment .Exponents" are accurate .

PROPERTIES OF MIXTURES

Most furnishes consistoftwo or several components so mixing rules have been developed to
provide reasonably accurate and easily workable approximations . One fundamentally important
concept used here is to keep track ofeach individual component ofeach furnish and to calculate
the composite properties from scratch each time any component or processing step has been
changed. Hence, there will be no accumulation ofcomputational or approximationerrors .
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Equally important, however, is thateachtype ofcomponent (fiber, filler, dye) is represented and
treated separatelythroughout. Hence, it is possible to keep the treatments ofvariouscomponents
separate and applythe mixing and treatment rules andcomputations in the correct order .

Thebasic order is : Refining, Mixing, (Refining), Pressing, Calendering

At the user's discretion refining may be carried out separately or on amixture ofpulpsor both. In
all cases, however, the computations aremade from scratchandthe refining action is exerted only
onthe pulp component(s) . Then the fillers and dyes are mixed in .

Similarly in the treatment ofmulti-layer sheets, pressing and calendering may be carried out on
individual layers, for which one may have good empirical data on the effects, or on all layers
simultaneously aswouldoccur in practice . The procedures may also be combined so that the
empirical knowledge isusedwhere it is available andthe model takescare ofthe rest.

So, fromamodelingpointofvieweach layermay have uptothreebasis weight specifications : one
for pulps, one for fillers, andone for dyes .

Simple Additive Properties

Some properties are simply additive. Basis weight, light absorption coefficients, and rawmaterials
costs belong in this class . Forbasisweights for instance :

Wtot -WPUIP +Wfiller +Wdye

	

(11)

and light absorption coefficients :

ktot = [Wpulp .l o kpulp.l +Wpulp.2 9kpulp.2 +Wfillenl * killer.] +Wdye.l * kdye.1 I / Wtot (12)

Densityand Volume Concentration

The basisweight oflayer i is Wtot~i, which is the sum of the basisweight ofthe various pulps, fillers
and dyesmixed into the furnish ofthe layer. One initial task is to calculate the density ofeach layer,
i, made from this furnish . The basic assumption made here is that the volumes ofthe pulp
fractions are additive (8) . This translates into :

dmi,, .i

	

Wtot.1 / .̂1 / do.DB.1 +Wi.2 / do.DB.2 +. . . . . . . .

	

+Wi.n / do.DB.n 1 (13)
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Here do.DB.n is the density givenin the database for pulp noflayer i or it may be adensity achieved
by "refining in thecomputer" ofthatpulp. Knowingthe density andcomposition of themixture the
volume concentration ofthemixture can be workedout. Hence, there is sufficient data to compute
both the mechanical and optical properties ofeachpulp fraction .

It shouldbe emphasized that the density ofthe mixture is fundamentalto the model and all
calculations . The next step is to calculate the properties at this density and the corresponding
volume concentration, andthen go onto model further property development by pressing and
calendering .

The volumeconcentration, C,.,;,,.;,ofthelayer i is :

Cv.mix.i = [11, Wpulp / dpulp+ 21 . Wfiller / dfiller + l xWdye/ ddyel / t;

	

(14)

where Wpulp, is the (partial, fraction x, summation over x) basis weight ofpulp in a layer,
dpulp =1,500 kg/m3 , and d filler and ddye arethe solid density of the filler and dyerespectively .

Elastic and Optical Properties

The contribution ofPulp x to themodulus ofelasticity, E, andthe light scattering coefficient, s, is
calculatedas follows.

Ei .Mix,x - Ei.Refined,x " (di.Mi, / di .Refined ,x)Mechanical .Pressing .Exponent.x (15)

Si .Mix,x - Si.Refined.x " [( 1 " Cv .i,Mix) / (1 " Cv.i.Refined .x)1Optical.Pressing.Exponent .x

	

(16)

The contributions ofeach pulp to the properties of the mixture are linearlyweighted and summed .

The sensitivity exponents (Mechanical . Pressing .Exponent, etc .) ofthe mixture are also linearly
weighted and summed . Withinthe normal realms ofpapermaking the exactform ofthe relation
used for theexponent weighting does not influence the resultsmuch .
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Fillers

There has been plenty ofspeculation ofhow fillers interfere with bonding but no definite and
generally applicable theory exists. The present approach takes as astarting point the assumption
that fillers have mass butarecompletely inert . In that case two effects would come intoplay :

a)

	

Reduction ofTensile Stiffness Index(TSI) and TI inproportion to thedegree of substitution,
and

b)

	

Reduction ofTAI andTI duetothe lower concentration (apparent density) ofthe fibrous
partofthe sheet. This latter factor has byand large been ignored inthe past .

In this simple mechanistic lineofreasoning the computation ofeffect a) is trivial .

Computation of effect b) requires knowledge howmuchthe fiber network density changes when
filler is added . There are two simple (remember Occam!)possibilities: 1) No change ofdensity,
and, 2)Nochange ofvolume concentration . Experiments show that, at constant refiningand pressing
conditions, the actual results usually fall somewhere in-between these two extremes . At low filler
contents thetwoare indistinguishable . Athigh filler contents approximation 1) tendstounderestimate
and approximation 2) to overestimate the density .

Question b) also requires knowledge ofhowthe fibernetwork properties change withdensity
whenthe fibers keeptheir properties . The obvious way to find out is to changethe sheetdensityby
pressing . In fiber network studies the total effectson messandstrength are often well approximated
by apowerfunction ofthe apparent density, andthat seemstoapply quite well to wetpressing data
-provided the drying conditions are well controlled andconstant. This line ofattack results inthe
following rules.

Rule no. 1 : Whena filler isadded to a ashtheapparent density ofthe sheet or layerdoesnot
change.

As experimental data hasaccumulated it seems that assuming constant volume concentration instead
ofdensity may be aslightly better indicator at high levels ofpressing andcalendering . The actual
value used is decided by the investigator.

Rule no. 2 : With exception ofRuleno . I the mixing rulesusedforpulps apply .

So, when filler isadded to a furnishtwoprimary things happen:

1 .

	

Pulp fibers whichnormally provide strength and stiffness are replacedbyamoreor less inert
filler . Hence, strength and stiffness drop.
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2 .

	

The pulp fibernetwork is diluted because, according to Rule no . 1, the layerdensity remains
the same but "strength-effective" pulp fibers are replacedby filler particles. Hence, the effective
density ofthe fibernetwork is lowered.

Theserulesimplythat the fillers do not formnetworks orother structureswithmeasurable strength,
elasticity, or density. The fillers place themselves more or less in the voidsbetween the fibers . The
basic assumption made here is that the fillers are inert .

This hasbeen showntobe avery goodapproximation forpapermaking clays,and it is areasonable
first approximation for other fillers . Corrections canthenbemade . Theserules andprimary effects
are sufficient to explain most of the effects offilling asheetwith ordinary papermakingfillers :

"

	

The strength and stiffness drop because there are fewer fibers per kilogram ofpaper and
because the fiber networkhas alowereffective density .

"

	

The light scattering power increases thanks to the higher scattering coefficient ofthe filler and
because the fibernetworkhas a lower density andvolume concentration which increases the
unbondedarea and, hence, the light scattering coefficient ofthe fibers .

Inmany cases there are also secondary effects . Withrespect to mechanical properties ordinary
papermakingclaysfollow theabove rules quite closely, i .e. as if they weretotally inert or contributing
very slightly to the strength andstiffness . Some other pigments, notably the PCCs tested so far,
exhibit anegative influenceonthemechanical properties over and abovewhat is calculated according
to the above rules . The reason for this is not known itmaybean influence ofthe dispersants used
or itmay be a case ofthe filler actually interfering with fiberbonding. This influence isnotedas a
positive ornegative contribution to the modulus ofelasticity which is included in the model.

The Complete Layer

The elastic and optical properties for alayer can now be computed :

Ei.Mix -

	

wi.l " Ei .Mix,l +wi.2 " Ei.Mix,2 + --- +Wi.n * Ei.Mix,n I / W,-,.i

	

(17)

Si .Mix -	wi.1 " Si .Mix,l +wi.2 " Si .Mix,2 +--- +Wi.n " Si .Mix,n I / w toti

	

(18)

ki.Mix -

	

wi.l " ki.Mix,l +wi.2 " ki.Mix,2 +--- +Wi.n " ki .Mix,n I / Wto.i

	

(19)

Since the light absorption coefficient does not changeduring processing equation (18) is in effect
identical to eq. (12) .
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Obviously, evaluation of characteristic data for pulpswill consistof suitably spaced experimental
grids dealing with refining, pressing, andcalendering . The basic parameter controlled by these
processes is the sheet density . The dependentparameters illustratedhere arethe Tensile Stiffness
Indexandthe lightscattering coefficients. The necessary lightabsorption coefficients areevaluated
too but usually "reconciled" to a constant value for each pulp -- provided of course that the
experimental conditions justifysuch a procedure .

In the neighborhood ofeach experimental point the "Mechanical.Treatment.Exponents" and
"Optical .Treatment.Exponents"relating mechanical and optical propertiesto the density are
evaluated. In conjunctionwiththeabsolute values at eachexperimental point acomplete description
is obtained .

Fillers and dyes are evaluatedwhenmixed into suitable "base pulps" or pulp mixes withknown
properties . Thecontributions by the fillersanddyes to theproperties ofthe mixtures, above and
beyond what is given by the basic "mixing rules" is noted as theirrespective contributions to
properties . Unpublishedexperimental investigations byMikael Alexandersson have shownthat the
specific nature and properties ofthe "base pulp" has only minorinfluence onthe results evaluated
- provided ofcourse thatthe pulp usedhas low enough k values compared to the material being
investigated and is stiffor strong enough to permit exposure ofinfluences on the mechanical
properties .

A typical example, data taken from suchan investigation, isshown in Figure 1 .

It is also possible,althoughmoreinvolved andrequiringmore data, to evaluate individual property
contributionsbyvariouscomponents in mixtures from experimental dataonmixtures having various
known compositions . This is inconvenient butmay be necessaryto doon occasionswhere pure
materials are notavailable. This may be the case forinstance withrecycled pulps .

For aminimum demonstrationof validity it now remainsto show that the "mixing rules"applyto
pulps .
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Figure 3. TheTensile Stiffness indexof mixes ofa lowfreeness SCmagazine groundwood pulp
and a Northern Softwood Bleached Kraft pulp (NISTreference NSBK).

For a simple demonstrationtwo very different pulps were selected. One was a low freeness
(39 mL)groundwood used in the production ofSC magazine grades . The otherwasthe National
Institute ofStandardsNBSK reference pulp . This pulp wasonly lightly refined (to 25'SR) in the
PFI mill . Other refining levels were tried too aswere uncalenderedandmore heavily calendered
sheets ofvaried compositions.

The results shownin Figure3 are typical-fortunately, it doesn'tgetmuch more"interesting"as far
as opticalandelasticproperties are concerned. Data is usually quitewellbehaved, andifnotthen
a closer scrutinymaybe in order. Exceptions to this good behavior areeffects ofthe firsthard
calender niponpapers with a high(90+%) content ofmechanical pulp . Property changes between
the firstand thefollowingcalender nips are usuallyquitewell behaved, i .e . they arevalidlocally but
notin thetransition from the uncalendered tothecalendered state . Oncesome desired state has
beenreached by "processing in the computer"it is always advisabletocheck this data againstthe
closestexperimental data points available. Strength properties still surprise me on occasion, but
that is another story .
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Figure 4, is thecompanion optics illustration to Figure 3. The correlationis not very good butthis
is afairly extremecase andcompletely unretouched . It was selected because it refers to the data
setunderlying Figure 3. Many data representationsofmixes thathavebeen investigatedarebetter
but even this one is good enough for establishing whetheror not any particularmixmightbe of
interest foramoredetailed study. Remember that theintention is notto"do science" butto assist
engineersinweeding out quickly 90%ormore ofunnecessary laboratory work .

Figure4 . The light scattering coefficient (Y filter) of mixes of a low freeness magazine groundwood

pulp and a Northern Softwood Bleached Kraft pulp (NIST reference NSBK) .
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DERIVED PROPERTIES

Provided theexperimental data areofhighenough quality, andthat they are well represented by
characteristic, local parameters, anynumberofcomposite properties ofvariousproducts canbe
calculated. In this context, the derived properties ofmost interest are usually tensile and bending
stiffness, reflectance and transmittance factors, opacity, L*a *b* , Whiteness, etc . oflayers and
sheets. Included here are also the optical effects offormation.

Bending ofMulti-layer Sheets

Since bending stiffness is avery importantandbasicproperty ofmany multi-layer designs including
most carton board products the cross section and tensile stiffness ofeach layer may be, and
usually is, different. Using the knowledge ofthe properties ofthe individual layers the bending
stiffness ofthe composite sheet can be calculated.

Each layercontributes to thebending stiffness in twoways, namely, by thebending stiffness ofthe
layer itself andbythe fact thatmost layers are situatedadistance away from the neutral line, i . e . the
line (or plane) along which bending occurs - and where the tensile stress due to the bending
deformation is zero. This is the elegant idea behind the I-beam and stiff multi-plyboard.

The bending stiffness ofasingle layer is E " I where E is the modulus ofelasticity and I is the
moment ofinertia ofthe cross section. For a beamhaving arectangular cross section :

I = B t'/ 12

	

(20)

where B is the width ofthe beamandt is its thickness or height. In paper mechanics theconvention
is to use the bending stiffness per unit width :

S=El/B=Eta /12

	

(21)

Inprinciple, then,one mustcalculate the bending stiffness ofthe individual plies, find the neutral
plane, andthen add the contributions dueto the offset ofvarious plies from neutral . This can be
quite tedious. Onerather elegant and efficient computing scheme for the total bending stiffness is
found in textbooks onstructural mechanics :

1 .

	

Assume that bending takes place in avertical plane andthepaper orboard is horizontal .
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2 .

	

Change the widthofeach layer in inverse proportion to its modulus so that theproduct ofthe
layerwidth and its modulus are the same for all layers . This reduces theproblemfromone
wherewedeal with varying material properties to one where themodulusisconstant but the
geometry is irregular .

3 .

	

For a beam having uniformmodulus the neutral plane is located at its center ofgravity -
irrespective ofthe actual shape ofthe cross section . So, the next step is to calculate the
center ofgravity ofthecrosssection obtained by the reductions mentioned inthe previous
paragraph. This is straight-forward for cross sections consistingofrectangles.

4 .

	

Thetotalbendingstress is nowcalculated as the sumofthe individualbending stiffness of
all the plies plus their contributions due to their offsetsfromthe (nowknown)position ofthe
neutralplane.

In thecase oforiented sheets the calculations haveto beperformed separately in the machine and
crossmachine directions .

Reflectance, Brightness, Opacity, Transmittance, Tristimulus, L*a*b*, Whiteness

The reflectance factors Ro , R., and the transmittance, T o foreach single layer are computed by
means ofthe Kubelka-Munk formulas. For each filter or wavelength, the values for kand s are
noted for eachlayer, and Ro, R., and To , are computed . Ro and To for multi-layer sheets are then
calculated using known formulas . Knowing R.andR~ for the whole sheet it is a straight forward
task to calculatethe values ofTristimulus, L*a*b*, Chroma, Hue, Whiteness, and Tint.

ModernPCs, monitors andprogramming languages make it a rather straight forward task to display
the true colors on the screen, e .g . as a Top View, a Bottom View, and a Cross Section . As
mentioned above, if s and k areknown for at least 16wavelengthsthen the possibility exists to let
the user choose various light sources andactuallyviewthe different shades that may be generated
- optical metamerism . Characteristic numbers can be generated too but in most cases seeing is
what leadsto real understanding .
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Formation and Mottle

In multi-layer sheets, not leastwhen considering coatings as layers in the sheet, one task ofthe
designer is to minimize the influence ofpoorformation (usually ofsome layer that isknown to be
poor by necessity) on the overall uniformity ofappearance of the product . In other instancesthe
objective is to diagnose whichlayer contributes mostto poor appearance ofaproduct . To meet
the first objective numerical measures are mostuseful, to meetthe second visualization canbe most
effective.

In both cases one layer at a time is given a slight variation up and down in basisweight and the
optical effects onRo.,p,R..Bottom, and T o arenoted. Measures ofthe sensitivity are then computed :

Mottling sensitivity, top=

	

( ORoXop I RoJop) I ('W; I W; )

	

(22)

Mottling sensitivity, bottom=

	

( ORo.Bottom/ Ro.Bottom ) I ( AWi / W; )

Mottling sensitivity, look-through=

	

(AT. I T o ) I ( AW; / W; )

	

(24)

Sincethe effects are rather small whendeveloping a product which is good in this respect the
measures are usually expressed as percent. The sign is always included since the reflectance values
actually may go eitherway depending onthe sheetdesign.

Fordiagnostic purposes more realistic (i .e. larger) variations are used. Theeffects are displayed on
the screen and compared to the actual sample . This may be instructive ; evena severely mottled
appearance isnot always caused by the outermost layer.
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PRESSING AND CALENDERING OF MULTI SHEETS

When modelingpressing and calendering of multi-ply sheets it is necessary to decide or to find out
howthe densification is distributed amongthe plies. Threemethods areused:

I

	

Individual densification of each layer . This is the preferred method when machine or
experimental data is available . Can beusedonthose layers wherethis isthe case .

2 .

	

Amethodthat buildsonthe assumptionthat all layers are subjected tothesamecompressive
stress . This is the preferredmethodwhendetailed experimental information is not available.
Thismethod takes intoaccountthe large compressive strains involved inwet pressingand
calendering . It is the default methodused. The basic parameters are the ingoing volume
concentrations of the layers.

3 .

	

Densification ofall layers to the samevolumeconcentration orpore fraction or solid fraction
This is easy to compute andto understand but has little to do with reality . It issometimes
used asa starting point .

Notes ofCaution and Background

Notethat thismethodhasbeen developed and selected primarily because amongphysically
reasonable models it is the simplest.

Osakii, FuJii,andKiichi (9) presenta concept involving three-dimensional networks, their
contact point density, andvolumetric stressand strain concepts which, in essence, are quite
closeto the onesused here . They providea couple ofthe very rareexamples ofexperimental
verification of the validity ofthis lineofreasoning.

Dr. JoseJ. A. Rodai(10) uses the logarithmic strain concep
and provides references backto Henckeandothers .

in calendering process applications

Virtually all published theoretical treatments ofcalendering concern the process orthe resulting
properties -usuallythen for single layersheets .

Conceptual Framework ofthe "Same-Stress-on-all-Layers" Approach.

Since layers in a sheethavenegligiblemass in comparison tothe pressor calender rolls, each layer
is subjected tothe same stress . In the caseofhigh speedwet pressing ofheavy sheets or layers de-
watering forces are significant, however, and the fluid phase carries some ofthe stress . Such cases
warrant special consideration and are not treated here .
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When straining paper or board in the MD or CD fracture or buckling occurs afterjust a few
percentage points of strain . In ZD compression, however, the strains can be very large. The
conventional Hookeanconcept ofstress as afunction of strain is then less than useful : it always
leads to "exponential-like" stress-strain relationships . A valid concept of lárge strains has to be
incorporated . This is done here by using logarithmic strain (or General strain), a concept
conventionally used withrubbery materials .

It is implicit in the following treatmentthat all strains are permanent. This is ofcourse notavalid
description of the processes. If the results of the processes are measured (the permanent
densification) and used as input data forproduct characterization then this may be a sufficient
approximation for predicting productproperties . Experience with this model has shownthat it
serves ratherwell.

Thecompressivemodulusof sheets or layers is usuallynotknown. Pressing andcalenderinginvolve
large strains in thethickness direction of thesheet. In suchcasesthe volume concentration or solid
fraction ofeachlayeris themost reasonable and availablemeasure of its resistance tocompression.

So, themodel uses the distribution ofcompression among the layers ina sheetby consideringthe
large strains involved and assuming that thestress is thesame on alllayersandthat the compressive
modulus is related somehow to the solidfraction ineach layer.
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The General (or Logarithmic) Strain Concept.

Figure 5 . Beaker with a fictive, porous, substance representing a fiber network at various
compressed levels.

Imagine a beaker with a porous substance, call it a fiber network or a pulp as represented by
Figure 5 .

"

	

Ifthenetwork were fully compressed (to 1500 kg/m3) it would occupy the space fromthe
bottom up to heightL, .

"

	

Compression starts atalower consistency, i.e . when thepulp fillsup to height Lo .

"

	

Thefiber network (pulp) is nowcompressedto height L.

For small strains, d:

ds =dL /Lo

	

(25)

Consideringthat the absolute maximum deformation is to Lmabetter concept is :

dc =dL/ (Lo -Lm )

	

(26)

Integrating:

s=Log[(Lo /Lm-1)/(L/Lm -1)]

	

(27)

whereLogis the natural logarithm. Considering that the volume concentration, C, is

Cv = L I�/ L

	

(28)

one findsauseful measureofthe strain:

F-= Log[( 1 / C,o - 1 )/( 1 / Cv -1)]

	

(29)
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where C,o is the initial volume concentration before compression. Thus, naturally, the strain is
directly connected to the volumeconcentration ofsolids in the porous material . This is a definition
ofstrain which, over theyears. hasproven itself useful in manycontexts involving large strains .

Figure6. General Strain as a function of Conventional Strain for values of C~o = 0, 0 .25, 0 .5,

0 .75, and 0 .9 . The dotted lines indicate the locations of 1 - C,,o for each one of the curves. The

"general strain" tends towards infinity at these levels of linear strain because this is where the

volume concentration tends to 1 .

Denoting conventional, linear strainby s it is easily shown that

c = -Log[ 1 -s/(l - C,,a )]

	

(30)

This is the function plotted in the diagram abovetoshowthenumerical consequences ofthe concept .
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It is seen fromFigure 6that it is the general measureofstrainwhichincreases in exponential-like
manner . Theprimary reason thatmost compressible materials exhibit exponential-like increase of
compressive stress as afunction ofconventional ("linear") strain is that the real strain increases
as shown in the diagram. This concept may be used as one base in research on pressing and
calendering . The General Strain is always higherthanthe linear strain. Theyboth start at zero and then
dF./ds > 1 .

The curves inFigure 6 may be compared, for instance, to the ones published by Schaffrath and
G6ttsching (11) forthe compression ofpapers andplastic foils.

Compressive Modulus

Disregarding plastic deformations the compressive stress, P,nowwillbe :

P = E, - p,

	

(31)

whereE,, is the modulus ofelasticity (in compression} in the usual sense(Young'smodulus) . In
calendering, however,plastic deformations are important -the structure is re-arranged - and the
compressive modulus may increase with increasing compression . A common form (Ingmanson,
Robertson inthe 1950's) for describing this phenomenon atlowpressures(compressive stresses) is :

C = C O +M . pN

	

(32)

where C stands for the mass concentration (kg/ml) and C is some low, initial value . At high
pressures (whereCO can be ignored) the relationmay be re-written:

E,, == EZ.' CV I/N

	

(33)

where 1/N is in the range2 to 3 . This canbe regarded as the backgroundtothemethodemployed
here to include effects ofplastic deformations .

Relative Densification ofLayers in Pressing and Calendering

Forthe purpose ofmodelingthe relative densification ofvarious layers inan existing multi-layer
web structure it is not necessary to know the exactvalues ofN and E,,, . The following line of
reasoning is then utilized .
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First, thenew, desired calendered density is established. Since theash composition and caliper
ofeach layer isknownthesolidfraction,or thevolume concentration, can be calculated .A theoretical
caliper ofthe solids in each layer equals the product ofthe caliper ofthe layer and the solids
fraction. The rest of thecaliper ismadeupofvoids. It is assumedthat it is onlythe voids whichare
compactedbythe calendering operation, i . e. thesolid fraction, corresponding toLm in Figure 5,
can notbe compacted.

As ameasure of the modulus, E, use is made ofthe relation mentionedabove:

E, -Eo - CVI~

	

(33)

but simplifyingit into proportionality :

EZ ti E '0, . CVCE (34)

where CE is an exponent in the range 0 - 5. Theories of fiber networks put the value of CE
between 2 and 3 withthe lower value mostprobable forvery slenderfibers and the high endofthe
range most probable for stubby fiber debris or more or less spherical particles . The theoretical
value ofCEalso depends on the degreeofout-of-plane orientationofthe fibers . A special case of
it (CE-2) has been used with reasonably good results forat leastfive years. It is notbackedup,
however, by explicit experimental evidence . I holdtoday thatCE = 2.5 is the best defaultvalue for
the general casewhennospecific informationis available. Thedifferencesare very small, however.

Combining nowthe compressive stress (eq . 31) with the expression forthegeneral strain :

P/Exp =CvCE- Log(( I / Cv ,-r I )/( I /Cv -1))

	

(35)

It is not necessary to know the value of E,,. or P in orderto use this formula to determine the
distribution of densification among layers inamulti-layer sheet . Thereason is thatonlythe relative
stress is used to obtain the distribution of densification. Onlythe righthandmember ofexpression
(35) is actually used in computations ; when it is set equal for all layers the resulting volume
concentration can beevaluated.

Here we can seethat CE is akindofsensitivity indicator: higher values ofCE raise the relative
resistance to compression ofthe densestlayers. It can be demonstrated thatthe final outcome is
only weakly dependentonthe exact value ofCE when CE >2.

Turningthe perspective around it is realized that if empirical data is available whichrelate the press
or calender load to the volui-ne concentration then it is possible to predictwithsome certaintythe
effect ofachange ofpress or calender load on the volume concentration and, hence,onthe density
and all otherproperties.
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BROKE ANDECONOMICS

The model ofthe Broke System is shown inFigure 7. Salable paper or board with one or more
layers is produced at some ratewhich is set to unity. A fraction B ofthe quantity produced onthe
machine goes to broke and may be refined to enhance properties . The broke stream may be put
into asingle layer or maybe splitbetweentwo or more layers .

Figure 7. A sheet with one or more layers is produced at unity rate (kg/s, tons/h, etc. of salable

paper) .A fraction, B, of the quantity run across the paper machine goes to broke and may be given

a strength or stiffness yield and /or maybe refined to enhance properties.

TheBroke Algorithm

The Userdecides onthe fractionofbroke, B, and the fractions, p, q, . . . . of thebroke stream to be
putinto each layer. Theoretically impossible values areweeded out in the process . Questions
regarding technical oreconomical practicality are notaddressed at this stage.

The composition ofthe broke stream is computed intwoparts. Firstthe compositionoffurnishes
in layers which do notreceive broke are determined .
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Forthe layers thatdo receive broke the composition of the remainingparts ofthe furnishes, that
pass straight through the process are determined. All these components are thenmixed and the
properties ofthe mixture are determined . These are the basicpropertiesofthe broke. Strength,
stifffiess, and light scattering "yield" factors areavailablethat may be employedand calibrated
accordingto local experience .

Depending onwhich layers receive thebroke the netcomposition ofthe sheet and the "broke
furnish" mightchange. The broke is nowregarded as afurnishwithknown composition (including
fillers, dyes, andremnants ofcoatings) and knownproperties .

The costs oftheraw materials are included inthesecalculations in proportion to the netflows of
each material into the sheet. Note that the net flow ratesare adjusted so that they correspond to the
total sheetbasis weight (factor[ I - B] - I ) .

The flows ofbroke into one or more ofthe layers have already been decided by the User . The
remaining task then is to mix theappropriateamountofthe "brokeash" into each designated
layerusing the normal mixing rules described in othersections and to determine the properties of
the mixture in each layer. Theproperties of the sheet canthenbe determined.

The CostAlgorithm

All properties are measured, calculated., andreported at standard climate conditions, i.e . 50%RE
and23'C . For the pulp fraction then,thebasis weightincludes 5-7% ofmoisture . Raw materials
are only a part oftotal cost. This part is determined solely by the net use ofeach material perunit
ofproduct.

Fixed costs are incurred on a time basis. The time basis is the Nominally Available Hours of
Production (NAHP) . Thefixedpartsofthe totalcost relate to capital, operationsapartfrom raw
materials, andlabor. All these costs, except someofthose for steam, power, etc. are incurred on
a timebasis.

M = Maximumproduction,tons/hour. This is the nominal rate ofproductionwhen everything is
workingas it should andthemachine is operatingMfavorableranges ofbasis weight, speed,
etc .

C = Total Capital Costs /Nom.

	

(36)

L=

	

Total man-hours / ton atNAHP x Cost /man-hour x M

	

(37)
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Note that CandLshould include all capital and laborcosts associated with the whole chain of
production, i.e . including everything from the Forest and/orReceiving through Engineering,
Maintenance, Administration, Warehousing, and Inventory.

F=

	

C+L. Fixed cost perNAHP

	

(38)
V=

	

Variable costs / tonrun on the PM excludingrawmaterials costs . Expressedas cost /ton run
acrossanypart ofthe paper machine. These costs include steam and powercosts, refining,
vacuum, air, hydraulics, control, etc. In reasonably normal operationthese costs are constant
as soon as there is furnish on the wire(s) and, unfortunately, independent of whether an
acceptable product is produced ornot.

Thenall fixed costs are summed upand spread onthetheoretical maximumnumberoftons, M,i.e .
Fixed cost per ton product =F /M.

In practice there are many causes of lost time, occasionally due even to lack of orders, andthere
aremany losses that should not always be considered asbroke. Trim losses in making cut sheet
products is one example. Nevertheless, in order to keep things simple and comparable from a
technical point ofview, all lost material is considered as broke andall lost time beyondNAHP as
being connected to theproductionofbroke . This generalcase is easily specializedwhenconsidering
an individual mill ormachine.

Variable costs perton product, excluding rawmaterials =V. These are thenominal values at full
and 100% efficient production, T. Ifthe production is less than this number, say ttons,then the
costs are accounted as follows . The fraction oftime thatbroke is produced isassumedto be all the
lost time . Hence, if the fraction of production that goesto broke is B then t=T " ( 1 - B ).

Fixed cost per ton accepted product is ca =F / t = F / [ T" (1 - B )] . The extra capital cost per
ton accepted product is the Capital CostofBroke, CCB=ca - F / T, so

CCB= [F/T] " [B/(1 -B)] .

	

(39)

It tendsto zero as it should when the broke fraction, B, approaches zero. If halfofthe production
run across the machine goes to broke (B =0.5) then the extra capital cost ofbroke equals the
nominaltotal capital cost.

Variable cost perton acceptedproduct is va .

va=V " (T/t)=V/( 1 -B)

	

(40)

The extra variable cost pertonaccepted product is the Variable Cost ofBroke, VCB

VCB=V " [B/(1 -B)] .

	

(41)
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CODA

Allthenecessarypieces are presentedabove. They make it possible to build computer programs
withwhichall elasticand optical properties ofeven the mostcomplexpaper, board, and composite
sheetproducts can be computed . Also required, ofcourse, is a database covering materials of
interest . Expansion ofthe basics intotherealm ofstrength properties, surface smoothness, air
permeability,etc. seemsto be feasible . It is feasible to include formulas connecting various processing
variables, such aspressandcalender loads, andprocessingmeasures,such as freeness or Schopper-
Riegler, and to connect themto product properties . This is most conveniently done through the
intermediary variables density and volume concentration.
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Peter Wrist, Consultant, Peter E Wrist, USA

Douglas Wahren

Some Fundamentals ofPaper and Board Engineering

Professor Douglas Wahren, The Paper Professor AB

Your formulations are very effective apparently in helping you predict the properties of
the sheet . Ultimately of course we are concerned with the properties of the product as
the customer will use it. Do you have any thought as to how you can better translate the
customers requirements into the sheet characteristics which your formulation calculates?
Many of our sheet property specifications do not relate very well to the customers use
requirements and this leads to significant over-design in the paper requirements, adding
significantly to the cost ofthe furnish . If we truly want to minimise cost ofthe paper we
need a better way oftranslating the critical properties specific to a customers intended use
into paper sheet specifications .

Ifyou can transmit the customer's requirements on the sheet to those involved in product
design and development, you can do many things . For instance you can test print them in
the computer and check some critical parameters . The real trick is to get feedback from
the customer to the right people in the mill - once you do that I think we can work out
some answers. It is very important to have sufficient knowledge of the customer's
process and of his customers' requirements to avoid `overdesign' and unnecessary costs .

Ilkka Kartovaara, R&D Vice President, Enso Group, Finland

I think a very central issue here is when are the volumes additives and when are they not .
We know very well that in pigment mixtures they are not because of different degrees of
packing . For the filler you have had to use a different form of mixing rule than for the
fibres . My question is can you really put this situation in these two distinct categories, in
the one category where the volumes are additive and the other category when the total
volume is not increased at all .

Douglas Wahren

I think I understand your question . I have tried to answer it in practice . The answer is
yes it is possible to classify materials and set limits to how they mix. The limits are given
by, on the one hand that you can assume that the volumes are additive . Then the density
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will usually change . At the other end of the spectrum you can assume that the volume
concentration is unchanged. The differences of the final outcomes are not large . There
are effects which have to be validated by experiments . I did not say that you can eliminate
more than 90% of the laboratory work ; you have to get calibrated ie you have got to
make some mixtures and check them out .

Dr Derek Page, IPST, USA

My understanding ofwhat you are saying is that the whole question of malting paper is so
complex and so confusing that most ofthe advances in paper physics that have been made
in understanding have to be set aside and you have to start again using very simple
empirical relationships when it comes to designing a sheet of paper from scratch . Is that a
fair statement?

Douglas Wahren

That is a fair statement of the way I have attacked it in order to be able to do it at all . I
have tried to structure these formulas, simple power functions, to be consistent with the
results of more detailed network calculations. Within bounds they are well and much
more easily described by simple power functions, and experimental measures of the
exponent. That's all one needs actually .

John Waterhouse, Senior Associate Scientist, IPST, USA

At which point do you begin to model the economics because obviously you have got the
bounds of the physical properties, do you do that first and then later bring in the
economics of the situation.

Douglas Wahren

Very good questions . The answer is yes depending on the situation . If I ant working with
an operating mill which has a problem, and what they need is optimisation of their return
on investment, then I try to model the problem as is and take the specifications, eg
bending stiffness, to be above a certain limit, and the density of the top layer has to be
above a certain limit to provide a smooth enough surface - those are physical constraints .
The model is then hidden below an Excel calculating sheet where the economics are
shown.



For someone who works on designing better sheets, less costly pulp mixes and so on, the
sheet design comes first and economics may be introduced at any time.
Professor Jacques Silvy, Universidade da Beria Interior, Portugal

Thank you very much for this very nice approach on the physical properties. I think you
point out an extremely important thing . We build the paper in volume, we do a sheet but
we need caliper and your selection of the volume as a main parameter is a very clear
demonstration ofthis . We have to transform it in terms of density, in a general point of
view because we sell the paper by weight but we must have in mind that we construct first
a structure and we need volume . One point more when you speak ofthe mean free path
of photon and you said it is linked with the scattering coefficient : clearly it is an inverse
relation . We did that in 1961 in a corpuscular approach of the theory of light diffusion.
We were mixing interms oflength and not in terms ofweight .

Douglas Wahren

That is correct . I should have expressed it more clearly.
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